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A quadratic stability result for singular switched systems with application to
anti-windup control
R. Shorten1∗, M. Corless2†, R. Middleton1, S. Klinge1 , K. Wulff3‡

Abstract
In this note we consider the problem of determining necessary and sufficient conditions
for the existence of a common quadratic Lyapunov function for a pair of stable linear
time-invariant systems whose system matrices
are of the form A, A − ghT , and where one of
the matrices is singular. We then apply this
result in a study of a feedback system with a
saturating actuator.

negative real parts except for a single eigenvalue at zero. Then the system corresponding
to σ (t, x) ≡ 1, that is, ẋ = (A − ghT )x, is stable (but not asymptotically stable) about the
origin and all its solutions are bounded. We
can guarantee that the switching system (1)
is stable about the origin and all solutions are
bounded if there is a real symmetric positive
definite matrix P satisfying the following two
Lyapunov matrix inequalities.
AT P + PA < 0 (3)
(A − ghT )T P + P(A − ghT ) ≤ 0 . (4)

1. Introduction
Consider a switching system described by
ẋ = [A − σ (t, x)ghT ]x

(1)

where the state x(t) and g, h are real vectors, A
is a real square matrix, and the scalar switching function σ satisfies
0 ≤ σ (t, x) ≤ 1 .

(2)

Suppose A is a Hurwitz matrix, that is, all
its eigenvalues have negative real parts; then
the system corresponding to σ (t, x) ≡ 0, that
is, ẋ = Ax, is globally asymptotically stable
about the origin of the state space. Suppose
also that all the eigenvalues of A − ghT have
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We refer to a matrix P = PT > 0 satisfying
(3) as a common Lyapunov matrix for A and
A − ghT , and V (x) := xT Px is referred to as a
common quadratic Lyapunov function.
Such stability problems arise in many applications [1, 2, 3, 4] and one such application
shall be discussed later in this note. Our principal theoretical result here is to show that the
following elementary condition is both necessary and sufficient for the existence of a common Lyapunov matrix P.
The matrix product A(A − ghT ) has no negative real eigenvalues and only one zero
eigenvalue.
2. Strictly positive real transfer functions
In this section we present some results on
strictly positive real transfer functions which
are useful in the development of the main
result. In particular, Theorem 2.1 provides
a simple spectral characterization of strictly
positive real transfer functions. Due to space
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limitations, these results are all given without
proof; proofs are available in the journal submission [5] or [6, Appendix B].
In what follows, A is a real n × n matrix and
b, c, g, h are real n-vectors. Recall that a scalar
transfer function H is strictly positive real
(SPR) if there exists a scalar α > 0 such that
H is analytic in a region of the complex plane
for which Re(s) ≥ −α and

Theorem 2.1 Suppose A is Hurwitz. Then,
the following statements are equivalent.
(a) The transfer function H(s) = cT (sI −
A)−1 b is SPR.
(b) cT A−1 b < 0 and the matrix product
−1 T A−1
A−1 (A−1 − A cTbc
) has no negative
A−1 b
real eigenvalues and exactly one zero
eigenvalue.

H( jω −α ) + H( jω −α )∗ ≥ 0 for allω ∈ R .
(5)
We assume throughout that H is not identically zero. The following standard result provides a more convenient characterization of
SPR.

3. Main result

Lemma 2.1 [7] Suppose A is Hurwitz. Then
the transfer function H(s) = c T (sI − A)−1 b is
SPR if and only if for all ω ∈ R

Our main result makes use of the following
observations. First note that P = P T > 0 is a
strict Lyapunov matrix for A, that is,

H( jω ) + H( jω )∗ > 0 (6)


lim ω 2 H( jω ) + H( jω )∗ > 0. (7)

ω →∞

In checking SPR of a system it is sometimes
more convenient to first transform the system to an equivalent (from an SPR viewpoint)
form. The following lemma provides such an
equivalent system.

Lemma 2.2 [5] The transfer function H(s) =
cT (sI − A)−1 b is SPR if and only if HI (s) =
cT (sI − A−1 )−1 b is SPR.
The core of our main result is based on a spectral condition for strict positive realness [8],
[9], [10]. This result follows as an immediate
consequence of the following lemma.
Lemma 2.3 [11, 12, 13] Let H(s) = d +
cT (sI − A)−1 b where A is invertible. Then,
H(s−1 ) = d¯ + c̄T (sI − Ā)−1 b̄ with Ā = A−1 ,
b̄ = −A−1 b, c̄T = cT A−1 and d¯ = d −cT A−1 b.
Comment : Note that when H is SPR we
must have d¯ > 0. This follows from the fact
that d¯ = H(0) and H(0) + H(0)∗ > 0 since H
is SPR.
Now we give the aforementioned spectral
characterisation of strict positive realness [5].

(c) cT Ab < 0 and the matrix product A(A −
AbcT A
) has no negative real eigenvalues
cT Ab
and exactly one zero eigenvalue.

AT P + PA < 0
if and only if P is a strict Lyapunov matrix for
A−1 , that is,
A−T P + PA−1 < 0
To see, this post- and pre-multiply the first inequality by A−1 and its transpose. In a similar
fashion one can also show that P is a (nonstrict) Lyapunov matrix for A, that is,
AT P + PA ≤ 0
if and only if P is a (non-strict) Lyapunov matrix for A−1 , that is,
PA−1 + A−T P ≤ 0.
We now present the main result, the proof of
which requires the following KYP lemma.
Lemma 3.1 [14] Suppose (A, b) is controllable and (A, c) is observable. Then, the following statements are equivalent.
(i) The matrix A is Hurwitz and the transfer
function H(s) = cT (sI − A)−1 b is SPR.
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(ii) There exists a matrix P = PT > 0 that
satisfies the constrained Lyapunov inequality:
AT P + PA < 0
Pb = c .

A2 := A − ghT = A −

(iii) There exists a matrix P = PT > 0 such
that the following Lyapunov inequalities
are satisfied:
AT P + PA
 < 0

≤ 0.
− cbT P + PbcT

Comment : The assumption that (A, c) is
observable ensures that P is positive definite
in the theorem [15].
Theorem 3.1 (Main Theorem) Suppose
that A is Hurwitz and all the eigenvalues of
A − ghT have negative real part, except one,
which is zero. Suppose also that (A, g) is
controllable and (A, h) is observable. Then,
there exists a matrix P = PT > 0 such that
AT P + PA < 0
(A − ghT )T P + P(A − ghT ) ≤ 0

Controllability of (A, b) and observability of
(A, c) follow from controllability of (A, g) and
observability of (A, h), respectively.
Noting that

(8)
(9)

it follows from Theorem 2.1 that the conditions on AA2 imply that the transfer function
cT (sI − A)−1 b is SPR. Consequently, it follows from Lemma 3.1 that there exists a matrix P = PT > 0 such that
AT P + PA < 0
Pb = c .

Sufficiency : Let c = A−T h and let b be a right
eigenvector of A − ghT corresponding to the
zero eigenvalue. Then b = 0, Ab = ghT b =
hT bg and cT Ab = hT b. Since A is Hurwitz,
we must have hT b = 0, otherwise Ab = 0.
Hence cT Ab = 0 and, without loss of generality, we assume that b is chosen so that
cT Ab = −1. In this case,
g = −Ab

and

(10)
(11)

Pre- and post- multiplying the above inequality by A−T and A−1 shows that this inequality
is equivalent to
A−T P + PA−1 < 0

(12)

This last inequality and (11) imply that
 −T

A P + PA−1 Pb − c
≤ 0.
bT P − cT
0
Hence,


A−T −c
P 0
bT
0
0 1

  −1

P 0
b
A
≤ 0.
+
0 1
−cT 0


if and only if the matrix product A(A − gh T )
has no real negative eigenvalues and exactly
one zero eigenvalue.
Proof : The proof consists of two parts.
First we use an equivalence to show that the
conditions on A(A − ghT ) are sufficient for
the existence of a Lyapunov matrix P with
the required properties. We then show that
these conditions are also necessary.

AbcT A
,
cT Ab

(13)

Since cT Ab = −1 = 0,

 −1
−1
TA
A − Abc
− cTAbAb
A
b
T Ab
c
=
T
1
c A
−cT 0
cT Ab
cT Ab


A − ghT −g
=
,
−hT
−1
and consequently that


(A − ghT )T P + P(A − ghT ) −Pg − h
≤ 0.
−gT P − hT
−2
It immediately follows that for the above inequality to hold, we must have

hT = cT A .

(A − ghT )T P + P(A − ghT ) ≤ 0.
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Necessity : We first show that if there exists a matrix P = PT > 0 satisfying conditions
(8)-(9), then AA2 cannot have a negative real
eigenvalue. Note that the conditions on P are
equivalent to
A−T P + PA−1 < 0
AT2 P + PA2 ≤ 0

(14)
(15)

= det[S] (1 + ksT S−1 r) ,

Hence, for any γ > 0,
(A2 + γ A−1 )T P + P(A2 + γ A−1 ) < 0 .
Since P = PT > 0 this Lyapunov inequality
implies that A2 + γ A−1 must be Hurwitz and
hence, non-singular. Thus AA2 + γ I is nonsingular for all γ > 0. This means that AA 2
cannot have a negative real eigenvalue [8].
We now show that AA2 cannot have a zero
eigenvalue whose multiplicity is greater that
one. To this end introduce the matrix
Ã(k) = A2 + kghT .
Then A = Ã(1) and inequalities (8)-(9) hold if
and only if
Ã(k)T P + PÃ(k) < 0
AT2 P + PA2 ≤ 0

(16)
(17)

hold for all k sufficiently close to one. As
we have seen above, this implies that A(k)A 2
cannot have negative real eigenvalues for all
k sufficiently close to one. We shall show
that AA2 having an eigenvalue at the origin
whose multiplicity is greater than one contradicts this statement.
By assumption, A2 has a single eigenvalue at
zero; a corresponding eigenvector is the vector b. Clearly, b is also an eigenvector corresponding to a zero eigenvalue of A(k)A2 .
Now choose any nonsingular matrix T whose
first column is b. Then,
T −1 A(k)A2 T =

and A22 has only a single eigenvalue at zero.
Now suppose that AA2 = A(1)A2 has an
eigenvalue at the origin whose multiplicity is
greater than one. Then S + rdT must have
a

T
eigenvalue at zero; hence, det S + rs = 0.
Since S is invertible,




det S + krsT = det[S] det I + kS−1 rsT

0
∗
0 S + krsT

and we must have 1 + sT S−1 r = 0 which implies that sT S−1 r = −1. Hence,


det S + krsT = det[S](1 − k) .

Suppose det[S] > 0. Then,


det S + krsT < 0


for k > 1. Since det S + krsT is the product
of all the eigenvalues of S + krsT and complex eigenvalues occur in complex conjugate
pairs, S +krsT must have at least one real negative eigenvalue when k > 1. This yields the
contradiction that A(k)A2 has a negative real
eigenvalue when k > 1. The conclusion is the
same for det[S] < 0.
4. Application to an Example Antiwindup
Control of an Integrating Process
One of the applications for the results above
arises in the context of Anti-windup control
of integrating processes that arises in many
contexts, including control of platoons of vehicles [6, §3.2]. One of the popular schemes
for Anti-windup control uses feedback of the
error between the actual (saturated) control
signal and the control signal that would have
been commanded in the absence of saturation,
as illustrated in Figure 1.

(18)

yH

and the eigenvalues of A(k)A2 consist of zero
and the eigenvalues of S + krsT . Note that the
matrix S must be invertible since
T −1 A22 T = T −1 A(0)A2T =

e-

0 ∗
0 S

-

H(s)
C(s)

u

usat

P(s)

Figure 1: Anti-windup scheme
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y

for u = hT x.
Note that by analysis of the specific matrices in this example, we can show that inT
u
for |u| ≤ umax
usat = φ (u) :=
. deed, A in (24) is Hurwitz, A − gh has one
umax sgn(u)
else
eigenvalue at the origin, and otherwise has all
(19)
eigenvalues with negative real part. FurtherDefine kφ as
more, the product A(A − ghT ) has one eigenvalue at the origin, and no eigenvalues on the
1
for |u| ≤ umax
negative real axis. Therefore, by Theorem
kφ (u) :=
umax /|u|
else
3, there exists a positive definite P such that
(20)
V (x) = xT Px is a Lyapunov function for the
In this case, consider state space realizasystem. This establishes stability for this systions for P(s),C(s), H(s) as (A p , B p,C p ),
tem.
(Ac , Bc ,Cc , Dc ) and (Ah , Bh ,Ch ) respectively.
In fact, in this particular case, we can go furFrom the parameter values given in [6] we obther and establish asymptotic stability using
tain:
the special structure involved. To do this we

 

note the following.
0
0
1
Ap =
; Bp =
1
0 −0.021
(21)

Lemma 4.1 Consider kφ (u) defined in (20).
Cp = 1 0 ,
For any finite K there exists an εK ∈ (0, 1],




such that x ≤ K implies kφ (hT x) ≥ εK .
0 0
0.17
Ac =
; Bc =
1
Proof The proof follows immediately
from
 0 −30 

umax
Cc = 1 −3690
Dc = [124.67]
(20) by taking εK = min 1, h K .
(22)
We then have the following result.
and


Theorem 4.1 Consider the system defined by
−0.021 1.674
0.307
(1) with A, g, h, σ as defined in Section 4.
0
−0.200 5.459  ,
Ah = 
Then for any finite initial condition, x(0), it
0
0
−0.200
follows that x(t) → 0.

T
0 0 0.125 ,
Bh =


Proof The proof follows from two main steps.
0.0074 0.1310 0.0240
Ch =
(23)
1. Lyapunov Stability From Theorem 3,
we have Lyapunov stability and thereIn this case, the overall equations for the sysfore for any finite initial condition, there
tem of Figure 1 can be written by taking
 T T T T
exists
a constant K such that x(t) ≤ K.
the combined state, x = x p xc xh
and
have the form (1) where
2. Asymptotic Stability Having estab

lished boundedness of the states, we now
A p − B p DcC p B pCc −B p DcCh
invoke
Lemma 4.1. From (8), AT P +
−BcC p
Ac
−BcCh  ,
A=
PA =: Q is negative definite. Define
0
0
Ah
Q2 = (A − ghT )T P + P(A − ghT ) ≤ 0.
(24)


Then it can be shown that
(25)
gT = BTp 0 −BTh ,


d T
x Px = kφ xT Qx + (1 − kφ )xT Q2 x
hT = −DcC p Cc −DcCh
(26)
dt
and the switching function is given by
≤ εK xT Qx
For simplicity we take the saturation function
to be symmetric, that is, with u max > 0

σ (t, x) = 1 − kφ (u) ∈ [0, 1]

and asymptotic stability follows.

(27)
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5. Concluding remarks
In this note we have derived necessary and
sufficient conditions for the existence of a
common quadratic Lyapunov function for a
pair of stable linear time-invariant systems
whose system matrices are of the form A,
A − ghT , and where one of the matrices is singular. Future work will involve extending our
results to non-quadratic stability criteria such
as Popov.
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